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42. Kowalewska, E., Kraus, S. W., Lew-Starowicz, M., Gustavsson, K., & Gola, M. (2019). Which dimensions of human sexuality are related to compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD)? Study using a multidimensional sexuality questionnaire on a sample of Polish males. The journal of sexual medicine.


47. Marini F, Breeding KA, & Snow JC. (2019). Dataset of 24-subject EEG recordings during viewing of real-world objects and planar images of the same items. Data In Brief, 103857.


73. Peterson DA and Altenmueller E. When Blue Turns to Gray: The Enigma of Musician's Dystonia. Oxford Handbooks Online. Eds Thaut, Michael H.; Hodges, Donald A.


76. Pion-Tonachini, L., Kreutz-Delgado, K., Makeig, S., “The ICLabel dataset of electroencephalographic (EEG) independent component (IC) features.” Data in Brief, 25:104101, 2019. Data used to train the ICLabel classifier.


Books Chapters


Abstracts


Conference proceedings


**Invited Talks**

**John Iversen**


**T.P. Jung**


9. Jung, T.P., Invited talk, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, May 11, 2019


14. Jung, T.P., Keynote speech, IEEE International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Virtual Environments for Measurement Systems and Applications (CIVEMSA), Tianjin, China, June 14-15, 2019

Scott Makeig


7. Makeig, S., Invited attendance and presentation, “Global Brain Consortium” planning meeting, Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 7-8, 2019.


Other Presentations:
Scott Makeig

On-site P-41 project review panel, National Institute for Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, Albany NY, March 6-7, 2019.

Review presentation on SCCN history and research, INC development review meeting, UCSD, April 2, 2019.
Combined efforts with former PhD student Tim Mullen to organize a first UCSD Hands-on Workshop on the Lab Streaming Layer software framework build by programmer/analyst Christian Kothe for SCCN, which is now being used worldwide with a community of users, developers, and commercial partners. UCSD, November 8, 2018.

**John Iversen**


Filmed for PBS series "Closer to Truth: Breakthroughs!" TV episode on music, evolution and the brain. (March 27, 2019). Closer to Truth is a "public television series … that explores fundamental questions and features leading scientists and philosophers." To air in 2020 season. (https://www.closertotruth.com/)